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Product overview

Girder clamps
Special clamps

Examples of use

Type CF
(R 82045)

Clamps for frictional loads.
Can be used in connection with type AF.
This type hooks around the ﬂange edge of the proﬁles.

Type BSNT
(R 82003)

Special clamps for the assembly of griders – ﬂange on ﬂange. The inner
plate is replaced by a ﬂat steel frame which is welded onto the clamp.

Type F9
(R 82009)

Flange clamp for parallel griders with identical widths. Not suitable for
tapered ﬂanges.

Support fixings
Type FLS
(R 82068)

Girder clamp with swirel for use
with parallel and inclined ﬂanges

Type FL
(R 82008 /
82058)

Girder clamp for parallel and
inclined ﬂanges with clearance
hole or threaded hole

Type LC
(R 82025)

Type F3
(R 82022)

Type TC
(R 82024)

Girder clamp for parallel and
inclined ﬂanges with threaded hole
parallel and perpendicular to the
adjusting screw

Two-part ﬂange clamp with large
clamping area for use on parallel
ﬂanges.

Toggle ﬁxings for mounting to
hollow ceilings or steel proﬁles

Cavity fixings
Type HB
(R 82031)

Examples of use
Suitable for hollow sections, tubes and where access is available from
one side only.

Floor fixings

Examples of use

Type FF - Floorfast
(R 82019)

The eccentric stepped web of the casting allows it to lock under the
steelwork, providing full face contact when torque is applied.
Lloyds‘ Register Type Approval covers clamping force and vibration.

Type GF3030
(R 83030)

Grating clamp for fast installation on parallel ﬂanges girders.

(R = R264 - article numbers)
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